Rolling Rocks

Colloquium Today
Today’s colloquium will be given by our very own Jason Cesta and Elizabeth Orr. Jason’s talk will be on “Marine Isotope Stage 3 glaciation in the arid Andes” and Lizzie on “The picture of Bhagirathi catchment denudation”. As usual the colloquium will be in Braunstein 300 at 3:30 followed by refreshments in the Rug Room.

Dan taught short course
Dan co-taught a two-day Introduction to Petroleum Geology short course at University of Nevada, Las Vegas last week with Don French of Ciannis Exploration. The course included a day of lecture and a field course in the southern Spring Mountains outside of Las Vegas. The short course was sponsored by the UNLV AAPG student club and Cabot Oil and Gas.

New Publications
Here’s some new publications:


Sigma Xi Awards
Congratulations to Abby, Rachel and Andrew who received award from sigma Xi. Here’s the listing of the awards. Well-done folks.

2018 Sigma Xi Excellence in Outreach Award ($250):
Rachel Bosch

2018 UC Chapter GIAR Award Winners ($2500)
Andrew Gangidine
Abigail Kelly

Please save the date to attend our annual Spring Mixer, to be held at 4:30pm on Wednesday, February 28 in room 301 of Kowalewski Hall (Medical campus). They will be celebrating our 2018 award winners.

Please keep sending me your news.

Cheers,

Lewis